The Board to End
All Classroom Boredom
Our interactive elite Panaboard helps
you engage and maintain your students' attention.

Panaboard Education
Solutions
Create Dynamic Interactive Lessons
by Linking the elite Panaboard Right to Your PC
Our elite Panaboard lets you fill the screen with
documents and other materials that you create on a
PC, and then use an Electronic Pen to control the PC
screen right from the board. You can also show
Internet content on the board in a large, easy-to-see
format, and reproduce images complete with sound.
This makes it much easier to explain things, and lets
you prepare classes that'll attract and hold your
students' attention. You can also write onto documents
and other materials projected on the board, and save
the results to share with other teachers or for absent
students to use as review materials.

Enhance Your Work Efficiency with Panaboard
Panasonic offers reliable, flexible education solutions.
Active, Visual-Based Learning

Durable Surface with
Minimal Reflections

Because you can control the PC screen right from the
board with the Electronic Pen, you can conduct classes
while displaying course materials created on a PC, or
using content directly from the Internet. Stereo
speakers embedded into the large, durable 77-inch
board let you show images with sounds that all of your
students, even those sitting in the back of the room,
can clearly hear. The optional Wireless Kit eliminates
the need for a cable connection between elite
Panaboard and the PC.

Wireless Kit (Optional)

Built-in Stereo Speakers
Stand with 4-step
Height Adjustment

Easy-to-Use Software
In addition to pens and other drawing tools, the elite
Panaboard includes a Magnifier to enlarge desired
parts of the screen, and a Screen Shade to conceal
answers for more intriguing lessons. The "elite
Panaboard book" software that comes with these tools
also lets you create new course materials by simply
combining elements from a large collection of
illustrations and graphics.

Magnifier

Screen Shade

Enlarges part of the
image projected
onto the board.

Hides part of the
image projected
onto the board with
a gray shade.

elite Panaboard book

Gallery
Choose the illustrations
you want from the gallery
that is included with the
elite Panaboard book.

Text can be written, pictures can
be drawn with marker pens, and
photos and other images can be
added to easily create materials for
effective classroom explanations.

Integrated Classroom Solution
Panasonic supports content-rich learning by letting you
link an elite Panaboard to a variety of handy devices.
Connect it to a printer to output board content on the
spot. Link it to a digital camera or scanner to create
course materials with ease. Or link it to the Infrared
Wireless Microphone System to ensure that students in
the back of the room can clearly hear you, and
encourage more active classroom participation by all.

Panasonic offers a complete suite of communications, office productivity and networking solutions.

Network Camera

Business Telephone
System

IP Conferencing Phone

High-Speed Scanner

Plain Paper Laser Fax

A4 Colour Multifunction Electronic Whiteboard
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